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A complete menu of Pho Mac Vietnamese Resturant from Staten Island covering all 18 menus and drinks can
be found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What T R likes about Pho Mac Vietnamese Resturant:
I love their seafood bowl. It 's all I go for. I 've had a few other appetizers before. All pretty good. Parking lot is

kinda small and street parking can suck with the Firehouse across the street.Food: 4/5 read more. What Andrew
Park doesn't like about Pho Mac Vietnamese Resturant:

Three of us shared Bahn Hoi Bo Nuong Xa, Bo Luc Lac and a big bowl of Pho.Bahn Hoi Bo Nuong Ca is more
than average, but the rest are the below average.Spring rolls seemed to be pre made as it was served

immediately upon order.One of the most awkward moments during my dining experience was that the one of the
servers who seem to be the owner got upset and shouted at me when I tried to pay for my bill. So I asked her...
read more. Fresh mint, tasty salad, sprouts and a few drops of lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of
this can be found not only during your vacation in Vietnam on the menu, but also when visiting the nearby Pho

Mac Vietnamese Resturant in Staten Island, there are also delicious vegetarian meals on the menu. The Asian
fusion cuisine is also an important part of Pho Mac Vietnamese Resturant. Anyone who finds the everyday and
generally known menus too boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected

combination of ingredients eat, The customers of the establishment also consider the extensive variety of
differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment offers.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

CURRY CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PORK CHOPS

SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

BEEF

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

SHRIMP
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -21:30
Tuesday 11:00 -21:30
Wednesday 11:00 -21:30
Thursday 11:00 -21:30
Friday 11:00 -22:30
Saturday 11:00 -22:30
Sunday 12:00 -21:30
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